ONCEBITTENTWICESHY
BAY MARE; Foaled 2004; Brand 9BA16

By LINDY LANE 2:156; 3:1:53 ($895,110) by Valley Victory 3:1:55.3. Sire of 278 in 2:00; 40 in 1:55. Sire of
the dams of 70 in 2:00; 12 in 1:55 including SWAN FOR ALL 2:1:54.3; CLERK MAGISTRATE 3:1:53.2,
etc.

1st Dam
MEADOWBRANCH KARIN 2:2:02f ($80,136) by Prakas 3:1:53.2. Half-sister to the dams of
YOURWORSTNIGHTMARE 3:1:56.3f ($154,339), WARRAWEY KARI 4:1:59.4f, etc. 19 wins. At 2,
17, 13 (3-1) and winner Keystone Classic and PASS at The Meadows, PAFS at Washington, Stoneboro,
York, Bloomburg and Holly Hunt Training Center; second at Meadville, in PA-All Stars at Pocono
and PASS at The Meadows; third in Arden Downs S. at The Meadows with seasonal earnings of
$49,990. At 3, 34 (11-7-2) and winner PAFS at Meadville (twice), Clearfield (3 times), AMT, Wayne
and Wattsburg; second at Butler, Washington, Dayton, Stoneboro and York and in PASS at The
Meadows; race timed 1:59.4f (twice). Dam of 8 foals including a 3-year-old, 6 raced, 5 winners. Dam of:

WRITTENINTHESTARS 2:2:02f; 3:1:59.2f; 1:56.4 (g, Lindy Lane) ($159,108). 23 wins. At 2, 13 (4-
3-2) and winner PASS at The Meadows, Bloomburg Fair S. and PAFS at Meadville and Stoneboro;
second in Northfield Grand Circuit, Keystone Classic at The Meadows and Meadows EC (leg); third
in PA-All Stars at Pocono and Arden Downs S. at The Meadows; race timed 1:59.1f. At 3, 9 (3-0-2)
and winner PAFS at Meadville; third in PASS at The Meadows; race timed 1:57.2f.

INEVITABLE 2:2:15h; 3:2:02.1h; 4:1:57.3f (m, Lindy Lane) ($120,526). 14 wins. At 2, winner Quaker
S. at Wattsburg; second in PAFS at Meadville, Washington and York; third at AMT; race timed
2:06.1f. At 3, winner PAFS at Wayne and York and Bloomburg Fair S.; second in PAFS at Dayton,
Stoneboro, Bloomburg and Wattsburg (twice); third at Meadville, Washington and Gratz. Racing
and a winner in '12.

R U TUFF ENUFF 2:1:59.1f (g, Lindy Lane) ($55,176). 10 wins. At 2, winner PAFS at Meadville,
Wattsburg, Gratz, Bloomburg and York and PASS at The Meadows; second in Bloomburg Fair S.,
Arden Downs S. at The Meadows and PAFS at Washington and Stoneboro; third at Meadville. At 3,
winner PAFS at Indiana, Stoneboro and Gratz; second in PAFS Final at The Meadows, Bloomburg
Fair S. and PAFS at Bloomburg; third at York.

STARRY LANE 2:2:05.4h; 3:2:03.1f (m, Lindy Lane) ($18,180). 7 wins. At 2, 9 (2-4-3) and winner
Bloomburg Fair S. and PAFS at Port Royal; second at Indiana, Stoneboro, York and Gratz; third in
PAFS Final at The Meadows and PAFS at Meadville (twice); race timed 2:04.3f. At 3, winner PAFS
at Stoneboro, Dayton, Bloomburg, Meadville; second at Meadville and York; third at Wattsburg and
Gratz. Exported.

LIZZY LANE 3:2:12.1h (m, Lindy Lane) ($11,137). 1 win. At 2, second in PAFS Final at The Meadows;
third in PAFS at Wayne, Indiana and Bloomburg; race timed 2:04.3f. At 3, winner PAFS at Meadville;
second at Wayne and Butler; third at Dayton and Bloomburg and in Bloomburg Fair S.

PRODUCTION RECORD
Dam of 2 of racing age including a 3-year-old. Dam of:
North Hall (g, North Pine). At 2, race timed 2:03.3f.
Shyann Racer (m, North Pine). Now 3, racing and race timed 2:06.2h

STATEMENT
Has a 2012 foal by MR. CANTAB 3:1:53.3; not bred back. Started to buggy.